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ABSTRACT. Let C,D,D* be, respectively, the complex plane, {z 6 C : \z\ < 1}, 
and D — {0}. If PJ(C) is the Riemann sphere, the Big Picard theorem states that if 

f:D* —> Pl(Q is holomorphic and P ^ O —f(D*) n a s more than two elements, then 
/ has a holomorphic extension/: D —* P^O- Under certain assumptions on M, A and 
X C Y, combined efforts of Kiernan, Kobayashi and Kwack extended the theorem to 
all holomorphic/: M — A —* X. Relying on these results, measure theoretic theorems 
of Lelong and Wirtinger, and other properties of complex spaces, Noguchi proved in 
this context that if/: M — A —• X and/,: M — A —• X are holomorphic for each n 
zndfn —* f, then/, —•./. In this paper we show that all of these theorems may be 
significantly generalized and improved by purely topological methods. We also apply 
our results to present a topological generalization of a classical theorem of Vitali from 
one variable complex function theory. 

1. Introduction. Let H(X, Y) be the family of holomorphic mappings from the 
complex space X to the complex space Y. If C is the complex plane, D the unit disk, 
{z G C : \z\ < 1}, and D* = D — {0}, the punctured disk, the Big Picard theorem 
asserts: 

(1°) Iff e H(D*,C) has an essential singularity at 0, then C - / (D*) has at most one 
element. 

If P^C) is the Riemann sphere, the result in (1°) may be stated in terms of P](C) as 
in (2°). 

(2°) Iff e H(p\?l(C)) and P^C) - / (D*) has more than two elements, then/has 

an extension/ G //(D, P1 (C)). 
This theorem has been extended as below in (3°) to higher dimensional settings by the 

combined efforts of Kiernan, Kobayashi and Kwack (see pp. 39-60 of [L] culminating 
in the "K3 Theorem"). 
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(3°) Let X be a relatively compact hyperbolically imbedded complex subspace of a 
complex space Y. Let M be a complex manifold and let A be a divisor on M with normal 
crossings. Then each/ G H(M -A,X) extends t o / G H(M, Y). 

Noguchi proved the following theorem (4°) for D on preservation of uniform conver
gence on compact subsets by holomorphic extensions [No 1] and also established (5°), 
a higher dimensional version of (4°) (see [No 2] and Theorems 4.1 and 5.4 of Chapter II 
in [L]). All function spaces in this paper are endowed with the compact-open topology 
(see [Ke] for définition and particulars). The closure of a subset A of a topological space 
will be denoted by Â. 

(4°) Let X be a relatively compact hyperbolically imbedded complex subspace of a 
complex space Y. Le t / G H(D*,X) and let {/„} be a sequence in H(D*,X) such that 
/ „ ^ / . T h e n / „ - > / . 

(5°) Let X be a relatively compact hyperbolically imbedded complex subspace of a 
complex space Y. Let M be a complex manifold and let A be a divisor on M with normal 
crossings. If/ G H(M — A,X) and {fn} is a sequence in H(M — A,X) such that/, —>/, 
then/ - > / . 

It should be pointed out that Noguchi [No 2] has improved (5°) by allowing / G 
H(M - A, Y); in the process, he showed that (3°) is valid for / G H(M-A,X) (the 
closure being taken in H(M — >4, F))-

The proofs of (4°) and (5°) as given in [L] rely on (3°), measure theoretic results of 
Wirtinger and Lelong for complex spaces and additional complex space arguments (see 
pp. 43-64 in [L]). In [J-K], proofs of extensions of (4°) and (5°) are given which escape 
the reliance upon measure theory and complex space arguments other than those needed 
to establish (3°). It is shown that extensions and generalizations of (3°), (4°) and (5°) 
may be based solely on the theory of function spaces and (6°). 

(6°) The following statements are equivalent for a complex subspace X of a complex 
space 7: 

(i) X is hyperbolically imbedded in Y. 
(ii) If {fn} and {zn} are sequences in H(D*,X) and D* respectively such that z„ —> 0 

and/(z„) —* p, then/(z^) —> p for each sequence {z'n} in D* such that z'n —» 0. 
(iii) For any complex manifold M and divisor A on M with normal crossings, if {/ } 

and {zn} are sequences in H(M — A9X) and M — A respectively such that zn —> 
z eM and/(z„) —» p, then/(z^) —>p for each sequence {zn}inM—A such that 
z' ->z. 

If Zand Y are topological spaces, we denote the set of functions fromXto Fby F(X, Y) 
and abstract the properties in (ii) and (iii) of (6°). 

PROPERTY K. If X and Y are topological spaces and X0 C X is dense, we say that 
CI C F(Xo, Y) satisfies property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y) if for each JC G X, y G Y and 
net {{fa,xa, va)} in Q x I 0 x l o such that xa —• x, va —• x and/*(xa) —> >> we have 
/a(vtt)—>^. 

In this paper, we use property n to extend and generalize (3°), (4°) and (5°) by purely 
topological methods. For facility in reaching these results we give next some definitions 
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for topological spaces and notational conventions. The set of open subsets of a space 
having x as an element will be denoted by S(x) and the Alexandroff one-point compacti-
fication of a space F will be denoted by Y*. The collection of continuous functions from 
a spaceXto a space 7 will be denoted by C(X, 7); if X0 C X, 70 C 7 and Q C C(X0, 70), 
we use the notation C[X, 7; Q] for the collection, off G C(X, Y) such that/ is the unique 
extension of/ G Q. All spaces will be Hausdorff and, unless otherwise indicated, 7 will 
always be a locally compact space, while X will always be a A>space. A space is a k-space 
if a subset C of the space is closed when C n K is closed in 7£ for each compact subset K 
of the space. See [Ke] and [K-T] as references for topological notions used in this paper. 

We now give a sample of the results which are established in Section 2 of this paper. 

THEOREM. LetXo be a dense subset ofXand let Q C F(Xo, Y). IfQ. satisfies property 

K with respect to (Xo,X, 7), then 
(1) Eachf G Ù has an extension/ G C(X, 7*). 

(2) C[X, 7 f ; Q] is relatively compact in C(X, 7+). 

(3) C[X, r ; Q] is compact in C(X, Y+). 

(4) If {fa} is a net in Û andfa —>/, thenfa —>/. 
(5) Q is relatively compact in C(Xo, Y*'). 

In fact, we show that various combinations of these properties produce necessary and 
sufficient conditions for Q as described in the theorem to satisfy property K with respect 
to(Xo,X,7). 

In Section 3, guided by criteria for continuous extendability of functions from dense 
subsets, we offer other characterizations of property K as well as two results of 
"Ascoli type". New characterizations of hyperbolic imbeddedness of complex subspaces 
are obtained as a consequence. 

2. Topological generalizations of results of Kiernan, Kobayashi, Kwack, and 
Noguchi for complex spaces. In this section, we offer our main results. To effect these 
results, we initially give two propositions to be used in the sequel. The first is an imme
diate consequence of the topological Ascoli Theorem of Bagley and Yang [B-Y], and 
the second is a proposition establishing a characterization of even continuity. If X and Y 
are any topological spaces, we say that Q. C F(X, Y) is evenly continuous from A C Xto 
BdY if for each a G A, b G B and U £ S(6) in B, there are W G 1(6) in B and V G E(a) 
in A such that 

feCl and f(a) G W =>f(V) C U. 

If Q C F(X9 Y) is evenly continuous from Xto 7, we say simply that Q is evenly contin
uous. Proposition 1 follows from Theorem 4 in [B-Y] since if Q is an evenly continuous 
family of functions into a regular space, Ù must also be evenly continuous, and since, 
for eachx E X, Q(x) = {f(x) : / G f ) } is relatively compact in 7 iff {f(x) : / G Q} is 
relatively compact in 7. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Q C C(X, Y) is relatively compact in C(X, Y) iff 
(a) Q is an evenly continuous subset ofC(X, Y), and 
(b) Q(x) is relatively compact in Y for each x £X. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a space and let X0 C X be dense in X. Then Q. C C(X, Y) 
is evenly continuous iff CI is evenly continuous from XQ U {V} to Y for each v G X. 

PROOF. The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency, let x G X,y G Y and let U G 2(y). 
Chooser G I(x), B,We I(y), such that W C U and such that 

feQ and f(x)eB^f(An(X0U{x}))c W. 

We show that 
fed and f(x)eB^f(A)GW. 

Let/ G Q, z G A, and let H G T.(f(zj). Since/ G C(X0 U {z}, F), choose a g G S(z) such 
that 

/(en(X0u{z») c//.en^GS(z), sogn^nxo^0 and 
Q¥f(QnA nx0) cf(Q n (x0 u {z})) n/(^ n (X0 u {*})) c //n w. 

So/(z) G WK and the proof is complete. 

REMARK 1. It is apparent from [B-Y] that the requirement that Y be Hausdorff reg
ular would have been sufficient in Proposition 1 and the requirement that Y be merely 
regular would have sufficed in Proposition 2. No requirement on the space X was neces
sary in Proposition 2. 

We come to our first main result. 

THEOREM 1. Let XQ be a dense subset of the space X. The following statements are 
equivalent for Q. C F(XQ, Y): 

(1) Q satisfies property K with respect to (XQ,X, Y). 
(2) Q satisfies the following two properties: 

(a) Eachf G Q extends tof G C(X, 7*"), and 
(b) C[X, Y^; Q] is relatively compact in C(X, Y+). 

PROOF. (2) =» ( 1 ). If ( 1 ) does not hold, we may assume x eX,p,q G Y*,p ^ q and 
a net {(fa,xa9 va)} in CI xXQxX0 such that xa —> x, va —> x,fa(xa) —» p,fa(va) —• q. 
For each a,fa extends tofa and there is a subnet {/̂ M} of {/̂  } and g G C(X, F1" ) such that 
fa, —» g;/*,(*) —• gW and C[X, y^Q] is evenly continuous, s o / a / > ^ ) =/a/1(xtt/l) -+ 
g(x) and/a/j(va/i) = /a/1(vttM) —• g(x), a contradiction. 

(1) => (2). Obviously Q C C(X0, Y+). To show that/ G Q extends t o / G C(X, y+), 
it will be sufficient to show that/ extends t o / G C(Xo U {v}, y4") for each v G l - I o 
[B-D]. By (1), for such a v there isap E Y* such that if {xa} is a net in XQ andxa —•* 
v, then/(xa) —• /?. So, we may define/(v) = p. We see that / = / on XQ and that 
/ G C(Xo U {v}, y4"). Thus (2a) holds. Now suppose v G Xand C[X, Y+\ Q] is not evenly 
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continuous fromX0U{v} to 7*. There exist* G X0U{v},/? E Y*9U e £(/?), such that for 
each pair (V, W) G £(x) x I(p) satisfying W C U, some fiy^w) G Q andx^jp) G XoU{v} 
satisfy x ( W G V,f(V,w)(x) G W, / (F ,0O(*(W) G f - t / c f - f f . Order the set of 
such pairs by (VUW{) <(V2, W2) iff V2 C Ki and W2CWX. For each such pair (V, W), 
fv,w is continuous a n d ^ ^ C * ) £ ^ so there is an H G I(x) such that H C. V and 
fiv,w){H) C fF. Choose such an H and .y^F?) G /f D X0. Then \y{v,W)} is a net in X0; if 
5 G S(p) with B C (7 and A G S(x), we h a v e x ^ , ^ , } ^ , ^ ^ ^ and/(r,wo(y(F,^)) £ 5 for 
each (V9W)> (A9B). Hencey(v,w) —* x, x(y,W) —* x, &nàf(v,w)(y(v,W)) ~* P- We see that 
x{v,w) 7̂  x is satisfied for each (V, W)\ hence X(v,w) 7̂  v is satisfied eventually and we 
reach a contradiction of (1) since we may assume th2Lif(v,w)(x{v,w)) —• g G F1", # 7̂  p. 
Hence C[X, Y*; Q] is evenly continuous in view of Proposition 2 and, by Proposition 1, 
we finish. 

Corollary 1 generalizes results of Kiernan, Kobayashi, Kwack and Noguchi. If Q C 
C(X0, Y), Û is the closure of D in C(X0, Y+). 

COROLLARY 1. LetXo be a dense subset of the space X and let Q C F(Xo, Y) satisfy 

property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y). Then 

(1) Eachf G Ù extends tof G C(X, Y+). 
(2) If {fa} is a net in Q andfa —»/, thenfa —+f. 

PROOF. For the proof of (1), let {fa} be a net in Q such that/a —>/. By Theorem 1, 
fa G C(X, Y*) exists for each a and there is a subnet {fa)i} of {fa} such that/^ —> g G 
C(X, r ) . We see that g = / . As for the proof of (2), if {/«J is a subnet of {fa} such that 

fa» —> gitnen & — /• Since each subnet of {fa } has a convergent subnet from Theorem 1, 
we see that/a —>/. 

The next theorem provides a characterization of property K which leads to a further 
extension of the theorems of Noguchi. This extension is presented in Corollary 2. 

THEOREM 2. LetXo be a dense subset of the space X. Then Q C F(Xo, Y) satisfies 
property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y) iff the following two conditions hold: 

(1) Eachf G Q extends tof G C(X9 Y
¥)t and 

(2) C[X, Y* ; Û] is a compact subset ofC(X9 Y+). 

PROOF. The sufficiency of the two conditions is evident from Theorem 1 since 
C[X9 K^Q] C C[X, Y*\ Û]. To establish the necessity of the two conditions, we show 
that C[X, r ; Q] = C[X,Y+;Q] and employ Theorem 1 again. Let g G C[X, Y+; Q]; there 
is a net {fa} in Q. such that/a —-> g on Xo. Since Q satisfies property K with respect to 
(Xo,X, Y) there is by Theorem 1 a subnet {/«„} of {fa} such that/tt/j —+ h; h = g and 
/z G C[X, F+;Q]. Hence one inclusion is established. Let g G C[Z, 7+;Q]. There is a 
net {/~a} in C[X, Y+m

9Cl] such that/a —> g. Since/* —» g onX0, the reverse inclusion is 
established. 
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COROLLARY2. Let XQ be a dense subset ofthe space Xandlet Q C F(Xo, Y) satisfy 
property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y). Then 

(1) Q is relatively compact in C(XQ, Y*), and 
(2) If {fa} is a net in Ù andfa —->/, thenfa —>f. 

PROOF. Let {fa} be a net in Ù. From Theorem 2,fa G C(X, Y4") exists for each a and 
there is a subnet {fa^} of {fa} such that/a„ —> g G C(X, !*);/«„ —> g on X0. Hence (1) 
holds. If {fa,,} is a convergent subnet of {fa} and/ap —»/then/^ —*/. FromTheorem2 
each subnet of {fa} has a convergent subnet. Thus (2) follows. 

Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 combine to produce the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 3. IfXo is a dense subset of the space X, then Q C F(Xo, Y) satisfies 
property K with respect to (XQ,X, Y) iffCl satisfies property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y4"). 

EXAMPLE 1. Let M be a complex manifold and let X be a relatively compact hyper-
bolically imbedded complex subspace of the complex space Y. Let A be a divisor on M 
with normal crossings. If M has dimension m, A has normal crossings if, locally, 

M-A = (D*)r x D* withr + s = m (see [L]). 

It is a consequence of the Big Picard theorem of Kobayashi-Kwack and Kiernan's gener
alization of same that H(M — A,X) satisfies property K with respect to (M — A, M, Y). In 
fact, it is shown in [J-K] thatXis hyperbolically imbedded in 7 iff H(M — A,X) satisfies 
property K with respect to (M—A,M9 Y) in all such situations. Hence we have Corollary 4 
(compare with Theorems 2.1,4.1, 5.2, 5.4 and Lemma 5.1 in Chapter II of [L]). 

COROLLARY 4. Let M be a complex manifold and let A be a divisor on M with normal 
crossings. Let X be a relatively compact hyperbolically imbedded complex subspace of 
the complex space Y. Then 

(1) [No 2] Eachf G H(M-A,X) extends tof G //(M, Y), and 
(2) [J-K] If{fn}isa sequence in H(M — A,X) andfn —•/, thenf —>/. 

We complete this section with two theorems, a corollary, examples and remarks. In 
Theorem 3, three conditions found in Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 to be necessary con
ditions for Q C F(Xo, Y) to satisfy property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y) are shown, in 
combination, to be sufficient. A topological generalization of the classical theorem of 
Vitali in one complex variable theory [B] is provided in Theorem 4. 

THEOREM 3. LetXo be a dense subset of the space X. Then Q C F(XQ, Y) satisfies 
property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y) iff the following three conditions hold: 

(1) Q is relatively compact in C(Xo, F4"), 
(2) Eachf G Ù extends tof G C(X, Y*), and 
(3) If {fa} ^ a net in Q andfa —>/, thenfa —>/. 

PROOF. We show that the conditions are sufficient. Let {fa} be a net in Q. From (1), 
there is a subnet {/^ } such that/tt/i —>/. From (2),faii and/ exist for each p. From (3), 
fa» ~~*f- T n e proof is completed by appeal to Theorem 1. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let X = [0, \]9X0 = [0,1) on the real line. 

(a) C[X, X\ F(XQ, X)] is not relatively compact in C(X, X) and therefore does not satisfy 
property K with respect to (Xo,X,X). 

(b) If/ G C(XQ,X) is defined byfn(x) = x" for each positive integer n and Q is the 
set of/, then Q satisfies (1) and (2) of Theorem 3 but does not satisfy (3). 

EXAMPLE 3. //(D*,C - {0}) does not satisfy property « with respect to (D*,D, 
(C - {0})+). To see this let z0 G C - {0} and define the sequence {/} in H(D\ C - {0}) 
by/*(z) - | . T h e n / ( ^ ) - z0 w h i l e / , ( ^ ) - , 2z0. 

EXAMPLE 4. Let n ^ 1 be a positive integer and let M = {(zi,z2, ...,z„) G C" : 

z/ ^ {0,1}}. Let [wo, w\,.. .,wn] be homogeneous coordinates of the projective space 

P"(C) and let n be the hyperplane {[w0, wi , . . . , w„] : w0 = 0}. Define ^: M —> F(C) by 

^(zi ,Z2,... ,z„) = [ l ,z i , . . . ,z„]. We show that H(p*,ip(Mf) does not satisfy property K 

with respect to (D*,D,PW(C)). Let/? = [0,1, H>2, . . . ,w„] be a point in ir with |w,-| > 1 

for each i. Define a sequence {/} in //(D*, ^(Af)) by/*(z) = [1, £ , ppSr,..., J&r]. Then 

/*(z)=[fl, £,..., £ ] J K ^ 
z,/(z) -> [0,1,0, . . . , 0], sofk -> a constant map/ on D*./*,/ G J/(D, P(C)) exist for 

each k but {/} does not converge. 

REMARK 2. Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 show that Q may be replaced by Ù in con
dition (3) of Theorem 3. Note that in condition 3 we are tacitly assuming that/* and/ 
exist for each a. 

REMARK 3. It is easily seen from Remark 2 and Theorem 3 that if Xo C X is dense, 
then Q C F(Xo, Y) satisfies property K with respect to (Xo,X9 Y) iff the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 

(1) Q is relatively compact in C(A"o, Y+), and 

(2) The mapping K : Û —-> C(X, Y*) defined by n(f) = f is an imbedding. 

THEOREM 4. Lef A C C(X, Y) be relatively compact Let S C X such that iff, g G À 
andf = g on S, thenf — g. If{fa} is a net in À, / G À, andfa —>/ on 5, thenfa —>/. 

PROOF. Let {/^} be a subnet of {/*} such that/ap —> /*; then/^ —>/ and/a^ —» /* 
on S, so/*p —>/. The proof is complete. 

COROLLARY 5. Let Xo C X be dense, let Q C F(X0,Y) satisfy property K with 
respect to {XQ,X, Y). Assume there exists an S C Xsuch that iff,g G C(X, Y4") andf = g 
on S, thenf = g. If{fa} is a net in Û and {fa} converges on S, then {fa} converges. 

PROOF. If {fa} is a net in Q, then/* exists for each a and/^ —*/ G C{X, Y+) for 
some subnet {/^ } of {fa}. If {fa} converges on S, then/* —•/ on S since/a/i —>/ on S; 
fa—>f from Theorem 4. 
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3. More characterizations of property K, applications of results in Section 2 and 
two Ascoli type theorems. Let Q C F(Xo, Y) where XQ is a dense subset of X. The 
major aim of this section is to produce a number of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
Q to satisfy property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y) and to apply these in the complex space 
context. Most of these conditions have as bases criteria for extendability of a function 
from a dense subset of a space to a continuous function on the space. The condition 
for extendability in the following proposition is suggestive that such criteria might be 
formulated. In all results below, closures of inverse images are computed in the topology 
of the parent space rather than in that of the dense subset. 

PROPOSITION 3 [B-D]. LetXo be a dense subset of the space X, let Y be a regular 
space and letf: X$ —* Y be a function. Thenf has a continuous extension f: X—+Y iff for 
each x G X, there is ay G Y such that if{xa} is a net in Xo andxa —> x, thenf(xa) —> y. 

We see readily that if/ satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3, then/has a continuous 
extension/: X —-> Y iff 

(a) fafW:^ n covers X, and 

(b) If x G CÏT(y)f~l (W) a n d {xa} is a net in X0 such that xa —-> x, then/(;ca) —» y. 
In Theorem 5, we produce other necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 

of continuous extensions from dense subsets as motivations for our characterizations of 
property n. In this theorem, neither X nor Y is assumed to be a &-space. 

THEOREM 5. Let Y be regular, letXo cXbe dense and letf: Xo —» Y be a function. 
The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) The function f extends to a continuous f: X—> Y. 
(2) For each x G X, C\i(x)fi^'HJfo) ^\ K is a singleton whenever K C Y and 

f(VnX0)nK ^ 0 for each V G l(x). 
(3) The function f satisfies the following two conditions: 

(a) f~l(K) Df~l(M) = 0 if K, M are disjoint closed subsets ofY, and 

(b) C\il(x)f(vnxo) ¥ 0 is satisfied for each x G X. 

PROOF. ( 1 ) => (2). For xeX, 

{fix)} c Ç\f(V) c fWnXo) c Ç}7(V) = {f(x)}. 
!(*) S(x) I(x) 

Furthermore, if K C Y and/ (FnX 0 ) n K ^ 0 is satisfied for each V G E(x) we have 

Vnf-\K) ^ 0 satisfied for each V G I(JC),SOJC ef~ljK) and/(x) G K. Hence (1) => (2). 

(2) => (3). IfK C 7 is closed and x ef~liK), thenf(VnX0)nK ^ 0 is satisfied for all 
V G Z(JC). Thus riiw/C^nZo) H £ is a singleton. Hence x £ / - ! (M) if M is closed and 
M n ^ = U since/(FDX0) H 7 ^ 0 satisfied for each V G E(x) implies fliw/C^nXo) 
is a singleton. Thus (2) => (3). 

(3) => (1). We show first that fli(x)/(^n^o) is a singleton for each x e X. Suppose 
y,z G nz(jc)/(^^^b) and j ^ z. Let W,Hbe closed disjoint neighborhoods of y,z, 
respectively. Then* G f~x(W) C\f~l(H), contradicting condition (3a). Now, if {y} = 
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CimfiVHXol define/(x) = y; if x G XQ,f(x) G nmf(VnX0)9 sof(x) = /(*). Let 
x G X, let W G l(f(x)) and let Wu W2 G E(/fr)) such that Wx C W2 d W2 C W. 
Then x G / ~ l ( ^ i ) and, from condition (3a), x £ f~{(Y— W2). Hence some V G S(JC) 
satisfies VHX0 Df-\Y - W2) = 0 and, equivalently,/(Kn Jf0) C W2. For such a V, 
f(V) = UzGFnôex(z)/(ÔnX0) C / (KnX 0 ) CW2cW. The proof is complete. 

A proof of Theorem 5 has been provided since the equivalences therein, although 
possibly part of the folklore of topology, do not seem to be prevalent in the literature. 
The following two propositions are presented without proof; again neither X nor Y is 
assumed to be a espace unless otherwise stated. 

PROPOSITION 4 [D]. LetXo be a dense subspace of the space X, let Y be a regu
lar space and let f G C(Xo, Y). Thenf has a continuous extension/ G C(X, Y) iff the 
filterbase {f(VC\ Xo) : V G £(x)} converges for each x G X. 

PROPOSITION 5. Let Y be a compact space, let X0 C X be dense and letf. X0 —> Y 
be a function. The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) The function f extends tof G C(X, Y). 
(V r\i4x)f(y^Xo) is a singleton for each x G X. 
(3) [T] IfK, M are disjoint closed subsets of Y, f~\K) f\f~\M) = 0. 

Preliminary to our characterizations of property «, we give some additional definitions 
and notation. Let {Aa}j^ be a net of subsets of a topological space X. We recall that the 
limit superior of {Aa}\ is H/XGA Ua>/i^a [K-T]. This set will be denoted by HmAv4a or 
simply by linL4a if no confusion is possible. We say that x G X is a strong limit point for 
{Aa}\ if for each V G D(x), Aa C F holds eventually. If {fa}\ is a net of functions from 
a space X to a space Y,X0 C X and x G X, when we speak of the net {fa( V n Xo)}x we 
will be using as directed set A x £(JC), ordered by (a, V) <{^,W)'\fia<^i and W C V. 
In what follows, each limit superior is computed in the topology of the parent space. 

THEOREM 6. Let X0 CXbe dense in X and let Q C F(X0, Y). The following state
ments are equivalent: 

(1) ÇI satisfies property K with respect to (Xo,X, Y). 
(2) For each net {fa} in Û there is a subnet {fa^} of {fa} such that limf~{(K) n 

\imf~l(M) = 0ybr each pair of disjoint subsets K, M of Y with K compact and M closed. 

(3) For each net {fa} in Ù there is a subnet {fa } of {fa} such that, for each pair 
of disjoint subsets K, M of Y with K compact and M closed, some neighborhood W ofK 
satisfies M^(W)nm^(M) = 0. 

(4) For each net {fa} in Q there is a subnet {fa^} of{fa} such that, for each closed 
subset M of Y and y G Y - M, some We I(y) satisfies hmfel(W)n lïm/~l(M) = 0. 

(5) For each net {fa} in Û there is a subnet {fa } of{fa} such that, for each x G Xand 
compact K C Y, either {fa^(VPXo)}x has a strong limit point in Yorfa^(VPXo) C Y—K 
eventually. 

(6) For each x G X and net {fa} in Û, either some subnet of{fa(Vn Xo)}x has a 
strong limit point in Y or for each compact K C Y,fa(VnXo) C Y — K eventually. 
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(7) If {fa} is a net in Ù there is a subnet {fa^} of{fa} such that, for each x G X and 
compact K C Y, each y G KD\imfafi(VnXo) is a strong limit point for {fa^(VP\Xo)}x. 

(8) If {fa} is a net in Q there is a subnet {fa^} of{fa} such that, for each x G Xand 
compact K C Y, eachy G Knlimfa^(VnXo) is a strong limit point for {fa^(VDXo)}x. 

PROOF. It is obvious that (3) => (4), (5) => (6), and (7) => (8); and (2) =» (3) is fairly 
immediate since K must have a compact neighborhood W such that WPiM = 0. 

( 1 ) => (2). Suppose ( 1 ) holds and let K, Mbe disjoint, respectively, compact and closed 
subsets of Y. Let {fa} be a net in Q. From Corollary 1 and Theorem 2,fa G C(X, Y*) exists 
for each a and there is a subnet of {fa}, called again {fa}, such that^ —> g G C(X, F*"). 
Suppose x G lim/^T1^ n limy^A/). It follows that^(x) —» g(x) and, by the even 
continuity of C[X, 7; (1] and compactness of AT in 7, that g(x) G Â  D M in 7*. Hence 
g(x) G KHM, a contradiction. 

(4)=>(1). Ifx G l j G 7and{( / a ,x a ,v a )} isanet inQxX 0 x l 0 such that xa—>x, 
va —» *,yâ(xa) ~*" y màfa(va) -/* y, to reach a contradiction we choose H G I(y) such 
that some subnet of {(fa,xa,va)}, called again {(fa,xa,va)}, satisfiesfa(xa) ~* y and 
fa(va) G 7 — H for each a. Then ifWE X(y) and {/^} is any subnet of {fa}, we have 

x G mtf(wnH)nmfi(Y-H) cB5^1(FF)nB5^1(y-JH). 

( 1 ) => (5). Suppose AT C Y is compact and {fa } is a net in Q such that/«( FQYoX^ ^ 0 
is satisfied for each pair (a, F). By Corollary 1 and Theorem 2, there is a subnet {/^ } 
of {fa} such that/^ -> g G C(X, 7+). It follows that g(x) G À". Let W G l(g(x)) in 7; 
eventually/^ (F) C ^and/ a / i (KnX 0 ) C Jf by the even continuity of C[X, 7; Q]. 

(1) => (7). If {/«} is a net in Q there is a subnet {/^} of {£} such that/a G C(X, 7+) 
exists for each [i a n d ^ —-» g G C(X, 7*). If x G X, AT C Y is compact and y G 
^nïmî/aM(FnXo), it follows that;; = g(x) G 7isa strong limit point for {fa^(VnX0)}x. 

(6) or (8) =$> (1). Let x e X, y e Y, W be a. compact neighborhood of y, and let 
{(fa,Xa, v«)} be a net in Q x X0 x Jf0 such that xa —• x, v« —> x,fa(va) G 7— W for each 
a, and/a(xa) ^y;y£ WnÛmfa(VnX0) mdfa(VCiX0)n W ^ 0 is satisfied frequently; 
by (6) or (8), there is a subnet {fa^VnX0)} of{fa(VnX0)}x such tha t /^(FnZ 0 ) C W 
eventually. This is a contradiction since va —• x and^^v^) G 7 — ^ for each a. 

The proof of Theorem 6 is complete. 

COROLLARY 6. Zef 7 te compact, let X0 CXbe dense and let Q C F(X0, 7). The 
following statements are equivalent: 

(1) Q satisfies property K with respect to (Xo,X, 7). 
(2) For each net {fa} inQ there is a subnet {fafi} of{fa} such that, for each x G X, 

YD \imfa^(VDXo) is a singleton. 
(3) For each net {fa} in Ù there is a subnet {fa^} of{fa} such that {fa^(VnXo)}x 

has a strong limit point in Y for each x G X. 

(4) For each net {fa} in Ù there is a subnet {fa^} of {fa} such that limf~l(K) D 

limf~l (M) — tyfor each pair of disjoint closed subsets K and M of 7. 
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(5) If {fa} is a net in Q there is a subnet {fa^} of{fa} such that, ify, z G Y and y ^ z, 

some open sets W G E(y), H G I(z) satisfy ïîm/^1 ( W) H ïîm/^1 (H) = 0. 

(15) Ifx G X, >>,z G Y and {{fa,xa, va)} is a net in Q x X0 x XQ such thatxa —> x, 

va —» x, /«(xa) —> jy andfa(va) —» z, f/ien j> = z. 

(7) Q satisfies 

(a) Eachf G Q extends to f G C(X, F), flfld 

(^ {/": / £ ^ } ^ relatively compact in C(X, Y). 

PROOF. (1) «=> (2) & (3). Follows from the equivalence of (1), (5), and (6) of The

orem 6 and the compactness of Y. 

(1) <=̂  (4). Follows from equivalence of (1) and (4) of Theorem 6. 

(4) =» (5) => (6). Clear. 

(6) => (7) => (1). Clear from Theorem 1. 

In the situation where X = D andXo = D*, or where M is a complex manifold, X = M 
and JLO = M—A for some divisor A on M with normal crossings, at eachx G Xwe have a 
base of open sets 9(x) such that VDXQ is connected for each V G 6(x). Our next theorem 
offers characterizations of property ft in this framework. 

THEOREM 7. LetXo dXbe dense and suppose at each x G X there is a base 6(x) of 
open sets such that VHXo is connected for each V G 6(x). The following statements are 
equivalent for Q C F(XQ, Y): 

(1) Q. satisfies property HI with respect to (Xo9X, Y). 

(2) For each x £X,y,z G Y and net {(fa,xa, va)} in Cl x Xo x Xo satisfying xa —> x, 
va -+ x, faixa) —> y,fa(va) - * z, we havey = z. 

(3) For each net {fa} in Ù, there is a subnet {fa^} of{fa} such that {fa^(VnXo)}x 

has a strong limit point in Y for each x G X. 

(4) For each net {fa} in Ù, there is a subnet {fa } of {fa} such that limf~l(K) Pi 

limf~l(Af) = tyfor each pair of disjoint compact K, M C Y. 

(5) For each net {fa} in Ù, there is a subnet {fa } of{fa} such that, ify, z G Y, y ^ z, 

some W G E(y), H G 2(z) satisfy \\mf^(K)nUmf-^(H) = 0. 

PROOF. We show only that (4) => ( 1 ) and that (2) => ( 1 ). Suppose ( 1 ) does not hold. 
Then we may assume a net {(fa,xa, va)} in Q x Xo x Xo, x G X, y G Y,fa(xa) —> y, 
xa—>x,W,H£ 10 ) such that W C FL, H compact,/a(xa) G W and/«(va) G Y - H for 
each a. For any subnet {/^ } of {fa } we have x G lim/~x (d W) C[f~l (dH), where d W and 
dH represent the boundary of W and H, respectively. Hence there is a net {(fa,xa9 qa)} 
in Q x Xo x Xo and g G dW such that xa —> x, ga —> x5j4(xa) —> y,fa(qa) ~^ a^a ^ y^ 
so neither (4) nor (2) holds. 

In Corollaries 7, 8 and Remark 4, we apply our results to give some characterizations 
of hyperbolic imbeddedness of complex subspaces. 
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COROLLARY 7. The following statements are equivalent for a complex subspace X 
of a complex space Y: 

(1) X is hyperbolically imbedded in Y. 
(2) [J-K] For each sequence {fn} in H(D*,X), there is a subsequence {f„k} of{fn} 

such thatf~l (K\ ) D \imf~l (K2) — 0 for each pair of disjoint subsets K\ ,KiofY with K\ 
compact and K2 closed. 

(3) For each sequence {fn} in H(D*,X) there is a subsequence {f„k} of {fn} such 
that, for each pair of disjoint subsets K\ ,KiofY with K\ compact and K2 closed, some 
neighborhood W of Kx satisfies l^f'^W) H Imf^1^) = 0. 

(4) For each sequence \fn } in H(D*, X) there is a subsequence {f„k} of{fn } such that, 
for eachx G D and compact K C Y, either {fnk(VnXo)}x has a strong limit point in Y 
orfnk ( V Pi Xo) C Y - K eventually. 

(5) For eachx G D and sequence {fn} in H(D* ,X), either some subnet of {fn(VP(D*)}x 

has a strong limit point in Y or for each compact subset K ofY, fn(V D D*) C Y — K 
eventually. 

(6) ¥{fn} Is CL sequence in H(D*,X), there is a subsequence {fnk}of{fn} such that, 
for each x G D and compact K C Y, each y G Knlimf„k(Vn D*) is a strong limit point 
for{f„k(VnD*)}x. 

(7) For each sequence {fn} in H(D*,X), there is a subsequence {f„k} of{fn} such that 
\imf~l(K\)n\imf~l(K2) = 0 for each pair ofdisjoint compact K\,K2 C Y. 

(8) For each sequence {f„} in H(D*,X) there is a subsequence {f„k} of{fn } such that 
ify,z £Y,y^z, some W G S(y), H G S(z) satisfy hmf-l(W) DÎïmf-^H) = 0. 

COROLLARY 8. The following statements are equivalent for a relatively compact 
complex subspace X of a complex space Y: 

(1) X is hyperbolically imbedded in Y. 

(2) For each sequence {fn} in H(D*,X), there is a subnet {fm} of {fn} such that 
\imfm(Vn D*) is a singleton for each x G D. 

(3) For each sequence {f„} in H(D*,X) there is a subnet {fm} of {f„} such that 
{fm(Vn D*)}* has a strong limit point in Y for each x G D. 

(4) For each sequence {fn} in H(D*,X), there is a subsequence {f„k} of{fn} such that 
l i m y ^ À ^ n l i m ^ " 1 ^ ) = 0 for each pair of disjoint closed KUK2 C Y. 

(5) If{fn} is a sequence in H(D*,X) there is a subsequence {f„k} of{fn} such that, if 

y,z eY,y^z, some Weï(y), H G I(z) satisfy^f-l(W)nÛmf-l(H) = 0. 

REMARK 4. In Corollaries 7 and 8, the requirement that D* satisfy the given con
dition may be replaced by the requirement that M — A satisfy the condition for every 
complex manifold M and divisor A on M with normal crossings. The subnets in equiva
lences (4) and (5) of Corollary 7 and in equivalences (2) and (3) of Corollary 8 may be 
taken to be sequences. 

We close with "Ascoli type" theorems modeled after some of the equivalences to 
property n given in previous results in the section. 
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THEOREM 8. Let Y be regular (not necessarily a k-space) and let Q. C C(X, Y) 
satisfy Q(JC) is relatively compact in Y for each x G X. The following statements are 
equivalent: 

(1) Q. is evenly continuous. 
(2) For each net {fa} in Q, there is a subnet {fa^} of {fa} such that limf~l(K) n 

\imf~1 (M) = fyfor each pair of closed disjoint subsets K, M of Y. 

(3) For each net {fa} in Q, there is a subnet {fafl} of {fa} such that for each x G X, 
the net {fail(V)}x has a strong limit point in Y. 

PROOF. (1) =̂> (2). We may adapt the proof of (1) =* (2) of Theorem 6. 
(2) => (3). Assume/a(x) —> y, let W G E(y) and let H G I(y) such that H C W;x E 

\imf~l (H) for each subnet {fa^} of {fa}. For the subnet \fa[i} of {fa } insured by (2), we 
must have x ^ limf~l(Y— W). Hencey^M(F) C JF eventually. 

(3) => (1). Assume x eX,y G F, a net {(fa,xa)} i n Q x J a n d ^ G Z(y) such that 
xa —* x,fa(xa) G Y — W for all a andy^(x) —•> 7. There is no subnet {fa^ }of{fa} such 
that {fa^iV)} has a strong limit point. 

COROLLARY 9. Let Y be regular (not necessarily a k-space). Then Q C C(X, Y) is 
relatively compact iffÇl(x) is relatively compact in Y for each x G X and Cl satisfies either 
condition (2) or condition (3) of Theorem 8. 
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